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AMERICA’S FORGOTTEN YOUTH: IN HONOR OF NATIONAL MILITARY CHILD APPRECAITION
MONTH BRATCON Radio Dedicates This Weeks Live Broadcast to “youthful BRATS”

As a tribute to National Military Child Appreciation Month, BRATCON Radio will air interviews with
families stationed at Luke AFB, including the Base Commander, BG JD Harris, who is also a BRAT. The
Bratful youth received BRATCON Dogtags and a copy of the theme song album, BRATCON Is on The Air.
Interviews took place at Thunder Day, the annual airshow at Luke and Springfest, the annual base outdoor
entertainment event.
We’re talking about “Military Brats” – the sons and daughters of current and former service members and
other federal government employees who were and are currently posted at military or government
installations in the U.S. and around the world.
It is always important to recognize the role of American BRATS, but it’s even more important in today’s
world with the sacrifices BRATS make so that their mothers and fathers can serve worldwide. Often
overlooked, and almost always misunderstood, BRATS deserve the recognition and honor of April being
National Military Child Appreciation Month.
BRATCON Radio is dedicating its weekly one hour radio talk show to Military Children, aimed at honoring
and examining all aspects of the American Brat culture. The dedicated show will air on Thursday, April 21
at 4:00p PT (1600 hrs) with the VoiceAmerica Internet Radio Network Variety Channel. Internet radio
affords Brats and those curious about Brats to tune in from anywhere in the world simply with an internet
connection.
Listeners will be encouraged to participate in the live broadcast through call ins, live chat, texts and emails.
With the benefits of modern technology, listeners from around the world can come together and put their
unique imprint on the show. With approximately 15 million past and present Brats – BRATCON is the
show for and about a significant part of American culture.

TO DELIVER HONOR, RECOGNITION AND EXAMINATION FOR THE SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF
OUR CURRENT AND FORMER MILITARY SERVICE MEMBERS AND OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCY
PERSONNEL WHO SERVED AT DOD/MILITARY STATE DEPARTMENT POSTINGS, HERE IN THE USA
AND AROUND THE WORLD!
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If you'd like more information about this topic, or to schedule an interview with Dennis Campbell,
please call Evan Montes at (505) 933-1567 or e-mail Evan Montes at emontes@bratcon.com

